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ArchiOffice is an office management software made by architects, for 

architects. Steven Burns started developing the software in 1997 while 

running his own architecture firm. 

 

He became fed-up with spending too much time each month gathering 

information from staff and building spreadsheets. He was looking for a 

solution to his problem and decided to create it himself. It wasn’t until 

2004 that ArchiOffice turned into a commercial solution. Within three 

years more than 500 firms were using ArchiOffice.

 

ArchiOffice is a cloud-based software that offers project management, 

time tracking and billing for architecture firms. Other features include 

expense tracking, key performance dashboards, project phase estimation 

and detailed reporting on all aspects of the business.

 

ArchiOffice is sold as a software as a service subscription. Customer can 

access the web based interface across desktop, tablet and mobile devices. 

The basic version is priced at $14.95 per user per month.

 

“When thinking about how ArchiOffice benefits the firm, I believe the 

most important thing it does is institute a “system” within the firm.” says 

the creator of Archioffice Steven Burns.

Business Description
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Steven Burns, FAIA received his Master of Architecture degree from 

Harvard University and has a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Syracuse 

University. 

 

In 1993, after seven years as an Associate and Senior Designer with 

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, working in Chicago, London and Berlin, Burns 

opened his own firm, Burns + Beyerl Architects (BBA).

 

Four years later, he started working on a software solution for 

streamlining his own business. He turned this solution into a product, 

ArchiOffice, which became a commercial success.

 

Steven then took his management expertise to BQE Software, where he 

currently enhances their business strategy and product development as 

Chief Creative Officer.

 

Outside of his professional life, Steve is an Ultracyclist and Ambassador 

for World Bicycle Relief, which empowers people and creates economic 

change through the power of bicycles.

Founder Background
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ArchiOffice offers a solution for time tracking, project management 

and billing that is customized for the needs of architects. The service 

is delivered as a cloud-based app than can be accessed from desktop, 

tablet and mobile devices.

 

The target customer for ArchiOffice are architecture firms. BQE Software, 

the company behind ArchiOffice, also offers similar solutions for other 

professions like accountants, consultants and engineers. So instead of 

developing one project management software for general use, BQE 

Software sells several tailored solutions to specific customer segments.

 

ArchiOffice’s key resource is its technology; a customized software 

solution for architects. Key activities in the company are focussed around 

programming and developing this software. Important partners for 

ArchiOffice are software integrations with accounting solutions or email 

clients.

 

Since the business model is technology focussed, the main cost drivers 

include salaries for IT professionals, server and hosting fees and cost of 

customer acquisition.

 

The business generates revenues through Software as a Service 

subscriptions. This has two main advantages. Firstly, It keeps the upfront 

cost for customers low; architecture firms pay a monthly subscription fee 

for the service instead of a high one-time fee for buying a software as a 

Business Model Analysis
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product. Secondly, a subscription model makes forecasting revenues and 

balancing expenses easier for BQE software.
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BUSINESS MODEL ANALYSIS Software as a Service (SaaS) 

Integration partners including 
accounting software, 
email clients etc.

Tool development
Servers, hosting
Customer acquisition

Software as a service subscriptions

Programming
Development

Time tracking, billing and 
project management software 
made by architects, for 
architects

Architecture officesDirect relationship
 

Technology
Software solution

Website archiofficeonline.com
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How Steven started his software business (00:41)

 

In 1993, Steven opened his own architecture firm. Steven notes that being 

an architect in a firm is often much more pleasurable than having to run 

a firm. After four years of running his own business, Steven was missing 

being an architect.

 

ArchiOffice started as a solution for Steven’s own problems. He build the 

initial version to help him save time on managing his business. Soon after, 

other architecture firms heard about it and wanted the same solution. 

Receiving so much positive feedback, Steven decided to turn his software 

into a commercial product, ArchiOffice.

 

How to build a business while running an architecture practice (06:34)

 

Steven first spent many long nights developing the software himself while 

running his architecture firm during the day.

 

Eventually he hired a software development firm in Australia to take over 

the development. He chose a firm in Australia because the time difference 

worked to his advantage. The software developers started work around 

4pm (US time) and continued throughout the night. Steven could check 

the progress in the morning and regroup again in the afternoon. 

 

Highlights, Resources and Tips from the Interview
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How Steven generated hundreds of customers for his software (09:12)

 

In the beginning, the software was covered by a mac user group which 

provided some traction.

 

Later, Steven hired a call center to cold call architects. They wrote a short 

script designed to get past the gatekeeper in the office.

 

Steven also ran ads in a local printed newsletter of the American Institute 

of Architects in Chicago. 

 

Other than that the software mostly spread through word of mouth.

 

Transitioning from software as a product to software as a service (14:06)

 

In the beginning ArchiOffice was a software as a product which cost 

around $1,000 per employee. When software as a service came around, 

Steven was able to offer it as a subscription with a low upfront cost to the 

architecture firms.

 

How did you finance ArchiOffice (14:58)

 

Steven never took on venture capital. He put in his own money. There was 

a time when he borrowed money from himself to do things.

 

Opportunities and alternative careers for architects (16:29)

 

But I think the education architects have makes them really well-suited 

for a lot of things outside of architecture. The problem at least here in the 
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United States the way I see the training of architects is too much time and 

too much emphasis is spent on design and you know everything is about 

the studio know that the all nighters are for the studio.

 

Should architects charge more based on the value they deliver? (20:30)

 

“We need some sort of disruptive thing to happen to make that change 

because we are unless we become a partner with our clients which would 

be for me the best way to do that. I mean there are architects who are 

their own clients. To me that’s the ultimate place if you want to be a 

traditional architect, be your own client. Many architects tell me when 

you ask them “do you you love what you do?”. They say “Yeah it would be 

wonderful without my clients”. 

 

Advice on starting a business (27:52)

 

“If ever you want to own your own life you’ve got to open up your own 

business.”

Steven’s productivity strategies (30:00)

 

“Every single day write down with pencil and paper what you are going to 

do. Do not start the day by opening your email. That means other people 

are setting your schedule for the day.”

 

How To Connect

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevendburns

http://www.archiofficeonline.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevendburns
http://www.archiofficeonline.com/

